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The Cargo Project Creative Idea

“The Cargo Project” is a platform designed -with the contribution of Art and Immersive

Technology- to awaken citizens’ consciences about the risk of environmental destruction. It is an

impressive installation in a public area being a continuous "alarm" for climate change.

The Project is designed to take place in shipping containers converted to digital spaces. With the

use of cutting edge technology, visitors experience the planet’s catastrophe, in dystopian

environments, with real sounds and shocking images, people are captivated, impressed and

realize the important role participation plays in the protection of the Planet.

The choice of Containers has a practical role and the symbolic connotation of a Modern Ark  

where the precious Cargo, NATURE is protected in order to be transferred to future generations.

The aim of the script is visitors to feel empathy and realize the problems they create to nature.

The project is an original idea of visual artist Calliope Iconomacou and the result of collective

work of “The Cargo Project Team” consisting of young people with ideas, modern perception and

strong eco consciousness.

Communication Strategy (Meta-Covid)
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Although it is of no doubt that environmental problems and climate change are the most

significant and vital problems that our world is facing today (Naidoo, 2019), the present

lockdown provided us with corrective “lenses” through which we can see the situation more

clearly (as these lines are written –in June 2020- we are experiencing one of the most serious

pandemics of our planet).

In every crisis along with difficulties there are opportunities and as far as the environmental crisis

is concerned, the current lockdown offers important lessons for the upcoming climate crisis

(Manzanedo & Manning, 2020) i.e.:

- Fundamentally, pandemic and environmental crisis are intertwined. Climate change is COVID-19

in slow motion, but with less clarity and greater destructive capacity (Bronin, 2020).

- Early and coordinated action is crucial in a crisis management (Manzanedo & Manning, 2020).
According to Bronin (2020): “Climate change is also a dire emergency, requiring an equally
sweeping response”.

- The most encouraging observation is that “world action is possible. Small groups can make a

difference on large problems. Governments will listen to their constituents if they forcefully speak

up” (Bonar, 2020). As Figueres & Rivett-Carnac (2020) indicate: “Global challenges also require

individuals to change their behavior… and these changes are only effective if all members of

society participate”.

- “Science is accepted over time because it works” (Bonar, 2020).

- Human activities are responsible for the climate change (Chilingar, & Khilyuk, 2007) and the

environmental crisis. The answer to the voices against this claim comes from Nature itself: fishes

in the Venice canals, air quality improved by 30% in China in February and 40-50% in Italy in

March (according to CAMS Satellite observations) (Vaughan, 2020). Nature has the power to

rejuvenate if we slow down our consumption, traveling habits and live a more modest way of

living (Chilingar & Khilyuk, 2007).

As Gatti (2020) claims “coronavirus outbreak is a symptom of Gaia's sickness”. Hence, “The Cargo

Project” incorporated the latest lessons Gaia gave us. In the Cargo’s containers visitors

experience shocking natural disasters, live the planet’s catastrophe, recall the lockdown days.

During the pandemic we had to protect ourselves in order to remain healthy and inadvertently

we protected Nature, now we have to protect Nature intentionally if we want to retain it

“healthy”. The Cargo Project -as COVID-19 quarantine- is experiential learning and takes

advantage of the intense memories of this unexpected paralysis, to create strong feelings,

empathy and remind us of nature’s renaissance and how to create a future where we not only

survive but thrive together with Nature (Figueres & Rivett-Carnac, 2020).
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Installation

The installation consists of 4 Units made from containers.

The 4 Container-Units compose of: The first 2 Units where the audiovisual experience takes

place and the last 2 Units as a meeting point for information, events, etc.

Containers’ choice offers flexibility relating to the mode and place of installation, while its

architectural implementation is a great challenge.
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Each unit consists of 2 shipping containers 12 meters long placed one on top of the other. Total

unit area 30sqm and height 5m, an impactful noticeable construction. At the roof-top of each

unit solar panels will offer energy autonomy.

Container A - Ground floor space of experience. In this space the visitor "experiences" climate

change. The use of state-of-the-art technology, the scenery, lighting and sound will create a

dystopian environment that aims to shock the visitor.
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The experience is divided into 11 exciting scenes, "experiential" as virtual reality, but without VR

glasses.
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Container B: The container on the second level is not accessible to the public (there will be the

machines that will be the control center of the spectacle and the installation). There will be

outdoor screens displaying on a 24-hour video basis with images from nature, as in the

examples:

https://www.facebook.com/Architizer/videos/1292865901103217/

https://vimeo.com/357990150

Sanitation Safety Planning
Sanitary planning has been done, according to the regulations for keeping the distances, but also

for sterilizing the space. Specifically, in each thematic container, a small group of people will be

allowed to watch the experience. Each group will enter the container only if the previous group

has left and the disinfection of the space with UV rays has been completed.

Project Installation Area

The project will be launched in a central area of Piraeus Port and then will be transferred to other

European cities.
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Project Objectives

- Cargo aims (via immersive technology) to enhance eco consciousness, in a fast forward process,

accelerating the 3 stages of eco consciousness building: Experiential learning/awareness (visitors

confront the climate change consequences) awakening (visitors leave concerned, anxious,

reflecting) they are convinced they must take action. Becoming an eco zealot (passionate) is the

final most desired target which can be built with a follow-up procedure (deep learning,

volunteering etc.)

- "The Cargo Project" aims with the help of art and technology to create an experience that will

enhance ecological consciousness. Technology can be used - not to get away from reality, but to

enrich it and influence us to deal with the environment better (Bailenson, 2018).

-Municipalities hosting Cargo will have the “obligation” to take specific environmental actions

proven through measurable parameters

- The schools that will visit the project "The Cargo Project", will increase their environmental

activity

- A “pool” of eco-sensitive volunteers will be created

- Cargo is a platform to join all eco efforts, a permanent place for natural presence, a meeting

point for all those people who care about the environment. Visitors feel that they belong to a

community with a common goal: the salvation of the planet, share stories, ideas, actions. The

project becomes an important piece that will complete the World Movement for the Salvation of

the Planet.
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The Cargo Project Platform

"The Cargo Project" - Platform is a comprehensive project that in addition to the physical

installation in a central part of the city will also have a digital presence, in order to reach many

different audiences globally. Specifically, the platform consists of:

"The Cargo Project" experience has two parts the spectacle in the thematic containers and then

the visit of the 2 containers of "The Cargo Project Meeting Point”, where visitors will be informed

share opinions and participate in actions.

The Cargo Project Meeting Point

The Cargo area (at the end of the experiential route) will host the following activities:

-Interactive educative activities on environmental issues. Focus on students’ environmental

education. Visual comprehensive representations of ecological themes and tips on ecological

habits. Raise awareness and understanding of circular economy.

- Teachers’ training to become their school ambassadors and spread the knowledge to the school

community. Collaboration- Follow up procedures - Stay connected will increase / ensure the final

outcome.

- Organizing environmental conferences, workshops.

-Meeting point for all those people who care for the environment having multiple interests (art,

sustainable fashion, food, energy etc), they share stories, ideas, actions.

i.e. meeting point for green start ups. A place for brainstorming (I have an idea!). People will

gather with a common purpose to exchange ideas for the planet’s salvation. Multiplying the

brilliant human minds’ strength we maximize the final outcome.
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-A “pool” of eco-sensitive citizens will be created: the visitors will have the opportunity to join the

Cargo community. They will express their interest for specific environmental activities i.e. sea,

forest, exchange of seeds, energy buildings and make sub groups to communicate and take

action on the field they are interested.

Additional Activities

-Creation of “The Cargo Project” site and social media to help the Cargo community

communication and eco activities organization.

-Climate change actions in the cities hosting Cargo to be designed in cooperation with the

respective municipalities.

-Develop exemplary Cargo educational kit with engaging content, to be sent to schools

-Establishment of Schools’ Cargo Annual Contest with eco concept i.e. create the best artwork

with recyclable materials, reduce energy and water consumption of your school, or recycle: the

school achieving the best results will win a prize.

The Cargo Project Added Value

The Cargo Project has the following characteristics:

● Experiential: Visitors are involved to happenings, not just spectators

● Transportable: The construction can travel to different cities around Europe.

● Modern: An Art project enhanced by Cutting-edge Technology

● Multifaceted: Developed in several platforms targeting different audiences

● Collaborative: The platform seeks international collaboration with artists and agencies

with similar programs

● Democratic : Everyone will feel free to contribute with ideas and  improve the final

outcome (crowdsourcing)

● Sustainable: Its construction and energy footprint will be ecological. The whole

construction (excluding technological equipment) is made of recycled materials and is

energy autonomous (energy from solar panels (on the roof-views) and tiles that will cover

the floor and turn the steps of the visitor into electricity). Photocells will switch on lights

and water e.g. toilets - for economy. The public will be informed. What characterizes the

project is consistency at all levels.

A project that ticks all European targets: innovation, environment, collaboration, technology,

information.
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Creative Team

+

Iconomacou Calliope owns “The Cargo Project” idea. Calliope is a professional freelance artist

from Athens, Greece, graduated from Athens Superior School of Fine Arts and displayed

her artwork in various galleries , including: 2016 NY General Consulate of Greece, 2015 Bezirk

Schwetzingen/Germany, 1997 Museum of Minoritten of Graz (Austria), 2013 Gallery Pinelo/

Istanbul, the Challiot Gallery in Paris. Calliope who has worked as an art director in many

productions, events, shows believes that “Art offers new ways of viewing the world” (i.e. her

environmental video art: https://www.calliopeiconomacou.com/enviromental-video-art).

Stefi & Lynx Productions: Production Agency responsible to produce the installation

(construction, maintenance, and supervision). Stefi is the biggest production company in Greece

with presence in all production fields such as TVCs (created more than 5000 commercials), Films,

Documentaries, TV Programs, and Music Events. In 2010 established an international services

department and offers a full range of services and facilities.
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Associates
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